
PROCEDURE USED FOR ROUTING FEMALE 
RECESS AND MATCHING MALE PLUG (both with 
rounded corners)

** there are now pictures of this procedure being performed, at the end of this document **

This guide was created in response to a need I had : to cut a female “recess” and a perfectly fitting 
male “plug” to insert into that recess. I struggled with finding a suitable guide online - so after lots 
of experimenting, figured out how to do it - and created this guide to help others. I had a area of 
damage at the edge of a table top that needed repairing. I wanted to remove an area slightly bigger 
than the damage, and create a plug to insert into the recess. I created a male template (a rectangle 
with very straight sides and accurate 90° corners) and used that template to create a female 
template. I then stuck the female template to the workpiece (the tabletop) and with a pattern bit 
(ie a flush trimming bit with the bearing mounted above the cutter) cut the recess. I then used the 
original male template to route the plug  - which fitted perfectly into the recess. 

This procedure uses a male template (i.e. a template around the outside of which one moves the 
router) to create the female recess. It's also possible to make a female template (i.e. a template 
with a 'window', in which the router is moved around). A female template is harder to make very 
accurately as you have to cut it using a 'freehand' saw such as a jig saw, scroll saw or similar - 
whereas a male template is easy to cut accurately as you can use a table saw or bandsaw (with 
fence) to cut perfectly straight lines. Remember, the quality of the recess and plug is intrinsically 
connected to the accuracy & quality of the template - so the template has to be very high quality. 

Equipment needed:
• router
• straight cutting bit (I used a 10mm spiral bit) 
• pattern cutting bit (flush cutter with top mounted bearing)
• 2 template guides (sizes discussed below in number 4 -  there is a relationship between both 

template guides and straight cutting bit diameter)
• template material (I used MDF)
• double sided tape

Male template

Female recess 
Male template

Damage to be repaired



* the above diagrams illustrate two 3-sided templates - that’s because the damage was situated at the very 
edge of the table top. If you need to route a 4-sided recess, you’d simply route around all 4 sides of the 
male template.

BASIC OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE:

1. Create male template
2. Create female template using male template
3. Cut recess in workpiece using female template
4. Cut plug from suitable stock, using male template

DETAILED OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE:

1.Create male template

Making the template isn’t too complicated really - just make a very accurate, straight and parallel 
sided template.  However, figuring out the dimensions of the template required to make a recess of 
given proportions, is a little trickier.  I planned to use a 10mm bit, and a 20mm O.D. (outside 
diameter) template guide. I wanted the recess to be 40mm wide, and 100mm long.  Here’s the 
formula to use : 

t = r - (template guide ∅  + bit ∅ )

Where t = template dimension, and r = desired recess dimension. 

(i) First, we’l calculate the width of the template in order to make a 40mm wide recess : 

t  = 40 - (20 + 10)
t  = 10mm

So in order to produce a 40mm wide recess, whilst using a 10mm bit, and a 20mm ∅ template guide, the 
template must be 10mm wide. 

(ii) Now we’ll calculate the length of the template in order to make a 100mm long recess :

t = 100 - (20 + 10)
t = 70mm

So in order to produce a 100mm long recess, whilst using a 10mm bit, and a 20mm ∅ template guide, the 
template must be 70mm long.

2. Create female template using male template

Now that we have our 10mm x 70mm male template (which will make a 40mm x 100mm recess 
when used with a 10mm bit and 20mm template guide), we’re ready to cut the recess. The female 
recess can be routed into one of two materials :



	
 (i) the actual workpiece, in which the recess is actually required
	
 (ii) a piece of suitable template stock (e.g. 12mm MDF) which is then used to 
	
 	
 create the recess in the actual workpiece where the recess is required. 

Option (i) is faster however there are some issues :  it's easy to deviate from the template which 
will damage the workpiece.  Also, sometimes it’s impossible to adhere a male template to the actual 
workpiece. This happens if you’re trying to repair a 
defect such as a hole in a tabletop, as in the above 
example. It simply isn’t possible to stick the male 
template to the workpiece, as there’s nothing to 
stick it to - it’s a hole!  Option (ii) is more time-
consuming but ultimately safer as if you make a 
mistake when routing around the male template, you 
only damage the template stock that you're routing 
in.   Also, following on from the point above, 
attaching a female template around the outside of a 
hole is possible.  

(a) We’ll follow option (ii) above, so stick the male 
template to the template stock. If you want to 
follow option (i) above, simply stick the male template 
directly to the workpiece. Make sure the template stock is 
thick enough to allow the pattern bit’s bearing to engage the template 
without having the bit’s cutters taking too big a bite from the workpiece - this operation will 
happen in 3. below.  It’s a good idea to stick material of identical thickness to the template, 
around the template, to give the router base some support - as shown above. Make sure to 
leave enough room between the male template and the “support material” to allow the 
template guide to run through!

(b) Route around the male template in the direction shown by the red arrows. Be sure to follow 
exactly the male template - keep the guide bushing pressed firmly against it so as to avoid 
gouging the female template!

3.Cut recess in workpiece using female template

(a) Stick the newly created female template to the workpiece in which you wish to route the 
recess. 

(b) Switch to the pattern cutting bit. Remember to route in a clock-wise direction (opposite to 
what you did in (b) above) and remember to remove the waste material in the middle of the 
template, before removing the template. 

4. Cut plug from suitable stock, using male template

Cutting the plug is relatively simple, however involves some simple mathematics to calculate the 
size of the template guide required, in order to produce a plug of exactly the right dimensions to 
fit into the recess.  You must use the same bit as used to cut the recess.  The formula is : 

dp = dr + (2 x bit ∅ )

Where dp = template guide ∅ for plug , dr = template guide ∅ used for recess

male template
support material



The diameter of the template guide used to cut the recess (dr) was 20mm, and the diameter of the 
bit was and must remain10mm.

dp = 20 + (2 x 10)
dp = 40mm.

Insert the 40mm template guide and route the plug.

The following diagram is just a little explanation I made to clear up something (more for myself 
than anything else!) as often get a little confused by this principle.

Pictures of procedure being performed:

The procedure illustrated below is very similar to that described above - the only difference being 
that the repair below was performed on a floor (rather than a table) and the female template 
created for this repair was a full ‘4-sided’ template, rather than the 3-sided template created above. 

10mm cutter, 20mm template guide:
OCL = (10 + 20) ÷ 2
OCL = 15mm
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Outside Cutting Line (OCL) = (bit ∅ + template guide ∅) ÷ 2

bit

template guide

Outside Cutting Line (OCL) is the distance from the edge of the 
template to the farthest away cut made by the bit. 

template

15mm



The above picture shows the male template adhered to the female template stock, using double 
sided tape.  Scrap material of 
the same thickness as the male 
template is adhered to the 
female template stock, in 
order to support the router’s 
baseplate as it circumnavigates 
the male template. 

The picture at left shows the 
female template (still adhered 
to the sacrificial stock & 
support material) after routing 
around the male template.  



The picture on the left 
shows the female template 
adhered to the area of floor 
to be repaired. Sure does 
need a repair!

The floor after being routed using a bearing guided pattern bit. See the bora damage - they’ve had/
are having a field day!  As noted, the collar that holds the bearing down came loose mid-operation  
- hence the small deviation. It was a brand new bit too! 



Here’s the procedure to route the 
male ‘plug’. Note the multiple 
layers of ‘support stock’ to ensure 
that the router’s baseplate is at 
the same level as the top of the 
male template. Everything is 
adhered using double-sided tape. 

	
 The picture on 
the left shows the 
male ‘plug’ inserted 
into the female 
‘recess’. It’s a pretty 
exact fit as you can 
see - apart from the 
deviation at bottom 
left, caused by the 
bearing’s decision to 
vacate the party 
midway through the 
routing process! 
Now it’s just a matter 
of planing flush, 
staining and 
varnishing. Perhaps I 
should have chosen 
some patch stock 
with more bora 
holes...


